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Abstract
Recent research has shown that heartbeat-evoked potentials (HEPs), brain activity in response to heartbeats, are a useful
neural measure for investigating the functional role of brain–body interactions in cognitive processes including self-
consciousness. In 2 experiments, using intracranial electroencephalography (EEG), we investigated (1) the neural sources of
HEPs, (2) the underlying mechanisms for HEP generation, and (3) the functional role of HEPs in bodily self-consciousness. In
Experiment-1, we found that shortly after the heartbeat onset, phase distributions across single trials were significantly
concentrated in 10% of the recording sites, mainly in the insula and the operculum, but also in other regions including the
amygdala and fronto-temporal cortex. Such phase concentration was not accompanied by increased spectral power, and did
not correlate with spectral power changes, suggesting that a phase resetting, rather than an additive “evoked potential”
mechanism, underlies HEP generation. In Experiment-2, we further aimed to anatomically refine previous scalp EEG data
that linked HEPs with bodily self-consciousness. We found that HEP modulations in the insula reflected an experimentally
induced altered sense of self-identification. Collectively, these results provide novel and solid electrophysiological evidence
on the neural sources and underlying mechanisms of HEPs, and their functional role in self-consciousness.
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Introduction
There has been a recent resurgence of interest in brain–body
interactions and their functional roles in cognitive and emo-
tional processes (Craig 2009; Christoff et al. 2011; Critchley and

Harrison 2013; Damasio and Carvalho 2013; Park and Tallon-
Baudry 2014; Blanke et al. 2015; Garfinkel and Critchley 2016).
Among internal organs, the heart has received much attention
and neural representations of cardiac afferent signals have
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been investigated by measuring heartbeat-evoked potentials
(HEPs), which are obtained by averaging electrophysiological
signals time-locked to heartbeats (Schandry et al. 1986; Pollatos
and Schandry 2004; Gray et al. 2007). HEPs have been associated
with various cognitive functions such as heartbeat awareness
(Schandry et al. 1986; Montoya et al. 1993; Pollatos and
Schandry 2004; Canales-Johnson et al. 2015), visual awareness
(Park et al. 2014), self-consciousness (Babo-Rebelo, Richter,
et al. 2016; Babo-Rebelo, Wolpert, et al. 2016; Park et al. 2016),
self-face recognition (Sel et al. 2016), pain perception (Shao
et al. 2011), empathy (Fukushima et al. 2011), sleep states
(Lechinger et al. 2015), and psychiatric disorders including
depression (Terhaar et al. 2012), depersonalization (Schulz et al.
2015), and borderline personality disorder (Muller et al. 2015).
Most of these studies reported differential modulations of the
HEP amplitude between different experimental conditions
using scalp electroencephalography (EEG) or magnetoencepha-
lography (MEG), to show the functional role of HEPs in the
respective cognitive process. However, the basic properties
(e.g., neural sources and the underlying electrophysiological
mechanisms) of HEPs are not yet well understood. Thus, in the
present study, we aimed to address 2 important questions regard-
ing the fundamental properties of HEPs using intracranial EEG
signals. What are the neural sources of HEPs? What is the
underlying mechanism for the generation of HEPs? In addition,
we also investigated the functional role of HEPs in bodily self-
consciousness (Blanke et al. 2015; Park et al. 2016). More specifi-
cally, using intracranial EEG which has high spatiotemporal
resolution, we aimed to replicate and anatomically refine our
recent scalp EEG findings showing an association between HEPs
and experimentally induced altered states of bodily self-
consciousness (Park et al. 2016).

Regarding the neural sources of HEPs, although scalp EEG
and MEG studies observed modulations of the HEP amplitude
over frontal, central, and parietal channels in the time window
from 200 to 650ms post R-peak (for a review, see Kern et al.
2013), the involvement of specific physiological pathways
underlying HEPs and their neural sources are so far poorly
understood. For instance, previous studies reported that the
amplitude of HEP is correlated with cardiac parameters such as
cardiac output (Gray et al. 2007), and it has been proposed that
mechanoreceptors in the heart wall and/or baroreceptors in the
aortic arch may contribute to the HEP (Gray et al. 2007; Park
et al. 2014). Animal studies suggested that such cardiac affer-
ents are transmitted to cortical areas including the insula
(Saper 2002; Craig 2003), amygdala (Cechetto and Calaresu
1985), somatosensory cortex (Dum et al. 2009) and cingulate
cortex (Sikes et al. 2008), through subcortical relays such as the
nucleus of the solitary tract, parabrachial nucleus, and thala-
mus (for a review, see Critchley and Harrison 2013). Source
localization analysis using scalp EEG and MEG have also
involved several brain regions and observed HEP modulations
in the insula (Pollatos et al. 2005; Babo-Rebelo, Wolpert, et al.
2016), anterior/posterior cingulate regions (Pollatos et al. 2005;
Park et al. 2014, 2016; Babo-Rebelo, Richter, et al. 2016), ventro-
medial prefrontal cortex (Park et al. 2014; Babo-Rebelo, Richter,
et al. 2016), and somatosensory cortex (Pollatos et al. 2005). A
recent intracranial EEG study (using subdural grid recordings)
investigated the spatiotemporal distribution of HEPs (Kern et al.
2013) in 6 epileptic patients, and observed consistent HEP-like
waveforms in the primary somatosensory cortex of 3 patients.
However, this study had several limitations. First, neither sta-
tistical nor quantitative analyses were applied to prove the
existence of such intracranial HEPs. Second, only signals

recorded from grid electrodes positioned over the lateral corti-
cal surface could be analyzed. This is an important limitation
as the study did not record potential HEPs in the main viscero-
sensory and visceromotor regions: the insula, cingulate cortex,
or amygdala (Craig 2009; Critchley and Harrison 2013; Damasio
and Carvalho 2013; Park and Tallon-Baudry 2014). To overcome
these limitations, in the present study, we analyzed 599 con-
tacts from depth electrodes recorded from 8 epileptic patients
using rigorous statistical procedures. Furthermore, we investi-
gated the neural sources of HEPs by analyzing the intertrial
coherence (ITC) of HEPs, which measures the degree of phase
consistency over single trials at each electrode level (Tallon-
Baudry et al. 1996). Increased ITC that is time-locked to heart-
beats would provide strong electrophysiological evidence for
the existence of HEPs, as it indicates that heartbeats induce
consistent alignment of EEG waveforms across single trials.

Regarding the mechanisms of HEPs, 2 distinct electrophysio-
logical mechanisms have been proposed for the generation of
event-related potentials (ERPs): the phase-reset and the addi-
tive evoked potential model. According to the phase-reset
model, ERPs are generated by a resetting of phases of ongoing
oscillations in each single trial, whereas the evoked model pro-
poses that stimulus-evoked responses in each single trial are
added to generate the ERPs (Sauseng et al. 2007). ITC, combined
with spectral power analysis, can provide critical information
regarding the underlying mechanisms of ERP generation (Fell
et al. 2004; Fuentemilla et al. 2006; Sauseng et al. 2007). For
instance, the phase-reset model predicts that heartbeats will
induce increased phase concentration over trials without an
accompanying power enhancement, whereas the additive
evoked model predicts that heartbeat-evoked spectral power
will be enhanced (Shah et al. 2004; Sauseng et al. 2007).
Although several studies have investigated the underlying
mechanisms of sensory evoked brain potentials such as visual-
and auditory-evoked potentials (Makeig et al. 2002; Rizzuto
et al. 2003; Shah et al. 2004; Mazaheri and Jensen 2006;
Rousselet et al. 2007; Lakatos et al. 2013), it is currently
unknown which mechanisms underpin the generation of HEPs.

We further investigated the functional roles of HEPs in bodily
self-consciousness (Blanke et al. 2015; Park et al. 2016). Several the-
ories have proposed that interoceptive signals and their neural
representations are critical for self-consciousness (Craig 2009;
Christoff et al. 2011; Critchley and Harrison 2013; Damasio and
Carvalho 2013; Park and Tallon-Baudry 2014; Blanke et al. 2015). In
accordance with these theoretical proposals, using scalp EEG, we
recently reported that modulations of HEPs recorded at fronto-
central EEG channels were associated with altered states of bodily
self-consciousness (Park et al. 2016). In that study, although domi-
nant neural sources of HEP modulations were found in the poste-
rior cingulate cortex, other sources might have contributed to the
HEP effect but remained undetected due to the intrinsic limitations
of source localization from scalp EEG data. Here, we focused our
investigation on the insular cortex and the operculum which are
considered to harbor the primary viscerosensory cortex and to be
important regions for self-consciousness (Craig 2009; Critchley and
Harrison 2013; Damasio and Carvalho 2013), as suggested also by
recent lesion studies showed that damage to the insula is associ-
ated with abnormal states of bodily self-consciousness (Heydrich
and Blanke 2013; Ronchi et al. 2015). Thus, from the original 8 epi-
leptic patients, we recruited 4 patients and recorded intracranial
EEG signals from the insula or the operculum while the patients
participated in the well-established full-body illusion (FBI) para-
digm (Lenggenhager et al. 2007; Ionta et al. 2011; Park et al. 2016) to
experimentally alter bodily self-consciousness (Blanke et al. 2015).
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Here, we show 3 main findings: (1) although HEPs are pri-
marily observed in the insular and opercular regions, they are
also found in other areas including the amygdala and frontal-
temporal regions; (2) a phase resetting mechanism underlies
HEP generation (Experiment-1); and (3) modulations of HEPs
directly recorded at the insula are associated with an alteration
of bodily self-consciousness (Experiment-2).

Materials and Methods
Patients

Intracranial EEG data were recorded from 8 epileptic patients
(2 females, 2 left-handed, mean age: 32.4 ± 9.2 years; see
Supplementary Table 1 for age, gender, handedness, epilepsy
focus, heart rate, comorbidities, and medications of each
patient) who were implanted stereotactically with depth elec-
trodes for clinical purposes (i.e., presurgical evaluation for phar-
macoresistant epilepsy). Among 8 patients, 2 were implanted
with both surface grid electrodes (P-2:64 contacts; P-6:32 con-
tacts) and depth electrodes. Surface grid electrodes from these
2 patients were not included in further data analysis because of
low sample size of patients with such electrodes. All depth
electrode recordings from all 8 patients were included, leading
to a total of 599 depth electrodes from 8 patients that were ana-
lyzed in Experiment-1. Among these 8 patients, we specifically
recruited 4 patients (P-1, P-2, P-5, P-8; 1 female, 1 left-handed,
mean age: 27 ± 7.1 years) for the additional FBI experiment
(Experiment-2, see below; Lenggenhager et al. 2007; Ionta et al.
2011; Park et al. 2016), as they were implanted with depth elec-
trodes at the insular or operculum regions (P-1: bilateral, P-2:
right hemisphere, P-5: left hemisphere, P-8: bilateral implanta-
tion) which are considered as the primary viscerosensory cor-
tex (Craig 2003, 2009; Critchley and Harrison 2013). All patients
signed a written informed consent, and all procedures were
approved by the local ethics committee.

Experimental Procedure

In the main experiment (Experiment-1), we selected intracra-
nial recordings that were obtained when the patients were
awake and at rest (in bed) during presurgical epilepsy evalua-
tion (mean recording time: 56.3 ± 10.6min). Thus, there were
not any specific experimental instructions for this period. The 4
patients participating in Experiment-2 were asked to perform
the FBI task (Fig. 6), as fully described in our previous study
(Park et al. 2016). In brief, the patients viewed an image of their
own back in a sitting position through a head-mounted display
(640 × 800 resolution, 110 degrees diagonal field of view) filmed

from cameras (Logitech C510, Logitech) located 2m behind,
while the experimenter gave irregular stroking on their real
back. During the synchronous condition patients viewed an
image of their back in real-time, whereas 0.5 s of delay was
introduced during the asynchronous condition. The patients
performed 2 blocks of the FBI task, with one synchronous and
one asynchronous block. At the end of each block, the patients
were prompted to respond verbally to the questionnaire on
self-identification to the viewed avatar (i.e., How strong was
the feeling that the body you saw was you?) using a 7-point
scale from 1 (bottom-extreme) to 7 (top-extreme).

Electrode Implantation, Intracranial EEG Recordings,
and Preprocessing

In total, 599 depth contacts were implanted in 8 patients, cover-
ing diverse cortical and subcortical areas including the insula,
operculum, amygdala, hippocampus, frontal and temporal cor-
tex. All implantation sites were determined purely by clinical
requirements. Three different types of electrodes were used for
the recording: standard electrodes (66.8%, contact size: 2.4mm,
interelectrode spacing: 10mm; e.g., Blanke et al. 2005), “short
spacing” electrodes (23.9%, contact size: 1.32mm, interelectrode
spacing: 2.2mm), and “micro” electrodes (9.3%, contact size:
1.6mm, interelectrode spacing: 5.0mm).

Intracranial EEG and electrocardiogram (ECG) signals were
simultaneously recorded (Micromed System PLUS, Micromed,
Mogliano Veneto, Italy) with a sampling rate of 2048 Hz, and
online high-pass filtered at 0.02 Hz. The external reference elec-
trode was located at position Cz (i.e., vertex). Continuous intra-
cranial EEG data were down-sampled to 128Hz and 512Hz,
respectively, for Experiment-1 and Experiment-2. A lower
down-sampling rate was applied for Experiment-1, due to the
excessive computational demand for the wavelet analysis
applied to the large dataset (i.e., mean number of trials: 3346 ±
320; see below). In each patient, electrodes showing excessive
noise (i.e., >3 SD; 49 electrodes in total) were excluded, and 550
clean contacts were used for further analysis. We computed
bipolar signals by subtracting intracranial EEG signals of 2 adja-
cent electrodes (e.g., A1–A2, A2–A3…) from within each elec-
trode shaft, to eliminate the influence of the common external
reference and remote sources (Lachaux et al. 2003) including
cardiac field artifacts (CFA) and pulse-related artifacts (PA)
(Kern et al. 2013). In total, 474 bipolar derivations were obtained
(mean number of bipolar derivations: 59 ± 11; Fig. 1). In
Experiment-2, 41 bipolar derivations from depth electrodes
which contained at least one insular or operculum recording
site were analyzed (Fig. 7).

Figure 1. Locations of all recording sites in 3D MNI space. MNI coordinates of all bipolar derivations (i.e., midpoint between 2 contacts) from all 8 patients (474 bipolar

derivations, N = 8) were computed and plotted on the Colin27 MRI template (sagittal, coronal, and axial planes). Note that locations are in 3D MNI space, and not

located on the surface of MRI slice shown (thus, recording sites behind the depicted MRI slice are marked with faded color).
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To compute the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) coor-
dinates for each electrode, a postimplant computed tomography
(CT) image was coregistered to the normalized preoperative mag-
netic resonance imaging (MRI) using Cartool Software (Brunet
et al. 2011). A midpoint between 2 depth electrodes was con-
sidered as the location of the corresponding bipolar derivation.
Then, locations of bipolar derivations were visualized on the
Colin27 MRI brain template using the BrainStorm toolbox
(Tadel et al. 2011). Anatomical description was based on the
Harvard-Oxford cortical and subcortical structural atlases
(Makris et al. 2006).

HEP Analysis

HEPs were computed on intracranial EEG signals locked to the
R-peak of the ECG. We detected R-peaks on ECG by correlating
ECG signal with a template QRS complex defined on a subject-by-
subject basis, and identified local maxima within episodes of cor-
relation larger than 0.7 (Park et al. 2014, 2016). For Experiment-1,
epochs (−300 to 600ms regarding the R-peak onset) showing
excessive noise (i.e., >3 SD) were excluded from further analysis.
After artifact correction, 3346 ± 320 epochs were averaged in each
subject to compute HEPs. For Experiment-2, single epochs were
visually inspected to confirm that no artifact remained. A total of
232 ± 62 and 229 ± 65 epochs were averaged, respectively, for syn-
chronous and asynchronous stroking conditions.

ITC Analysis

Power and phase were calculated by using wavelet transform
for the frequency range from 0.2 to 20Hz in 0.2 Hz step.
Frequency range was set in accordance with the previous

studies that applied ITC analysis to ERPs, such as visual evoked
potentials (Mazaheri and Jensen 2006), and auditory evoked
potentials (Fuentemilla et al. 2006; see below for further justifi-
cation on frequency band selection). Single trial data were con-
volved by a complex Morelt’s wavelet: w(t, f0) = A · exp(—t2/2σt2) ·
exp(2iπf0t), using a constant ratio of f0/σf = 5 where σf = 1/2πσt,
and the normalization factor A = (σt √π)−1/2 (Tallon-Baudry et al.
1996). The degree of phase concentration across single trials
were quantified by the ITC (Tallon-Baudry et al. 1996), which is
defined as the average of normalized instantaneous phases
over trials.
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ITC values range between 0 and 1, with higher value indicating
more consistent alignment of phases across single trials.

Importantly, in a previous study, it was shown that the wave-
forms of HEPs recorded from intracranial EEG are heavily con-
taminated by PA (Kern et al. 2013). Indeed, we also found that PA
was the most dominant feature of the heartbeat-locked intracra-
nial EEG signals in our data (Fig. 2A,B), even though bipolar
referencing was applied. To dissociate ITC components reflecting
HEPs from those reflecting PA, we excluded frequency bands that
are lower than 4Hz from further ITC analysis (Figs 3, 5 and 7).
First, ITC components reflecting PA would be observed at the
similar frequency band as the pulse or heart rate, which is nor-
mally lower than 2Hz (see Fig. 2C). We confirmed that no patient
had heart rate, obtained from randomly selected 10min time win-
dow, faster than 1.33Hz (see Supplementary Table 1). Second, we
also wanted to remove higher order harmonics of PA (e.g., second
and third order) that could be potentially observed in 2–4Hz

Figure 2. Rationale for analyzing ITC of HEPs. (A) An exemplar waveform of HEPs recorded at the insula (top) and ECG (bottom) in P-1, 6 s around the R-peak onset. (B)

HEPs in the time window of interest (−300 to +600ms regarding the R-peak onset), as marked in a gray dotted box in (A). (C) Time–frequency representations of ITC of

HEPs that is shown in (B). White dotted horizontal line indicates threshold frequency (4 Hz) used to exclude low frequency pulse-related components whose main

peak was observed around 1Hz. A white dotted box indicates the time window used for the baseline correction. Note that no baseline correction was applied in this

figure to show the original ITC values. Black dotted vertical lines indicate the onset of ECG R-peak.
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frequency band (Norcia et al. 2015). Third, we hypothesized that
phase modulation would be associated with ongoing theta
(4–7Hz), alpha (8–12Hz), and low-beta (13–20Hz) oscillations,
based on previous studies investigated ITC modulation in sensory
evoked potentials such as visual evoked potentials (Makeig et al.
2002) and auditory evoked potentials (Fuentemilla et al. 2006).

Furthermore, we also assumed that ITC components reflect-
ing HEPs would transiently increase after the R-peak onset
compared with the pre R-peak time window (Fig. 2C). Thus, the
mean ITC value of the pre R-peak time window (−300 to
−100ms) was considered to be the baseline and was divided
from the post R-peak ITC value in each frequency band (Fig. 3).
We set such baseline (−300 to −100ms) to avoid (1) smearing of
post R-peak activity into the baseline (Roach and Mathalon
2008) and (2) a possible influence of cardiac artifact around ECG
P-wave (Schandry et al. 1986).

Statistical Tests

In Experiment-1, to detect recording sites showing HEP compo-
nents, we applied statistical tests for the results of the ITC
analysis. Importantly, applying statistical tests on the averaged
HEP waveforms could be misleading, as such test will be more
sensitive for detecting PA components around 1Hz which have
a larger amplitude modulation (see Fig. 2). The significance of
ITC enhancement was assessed using nonparametric permuta-
tion test complemented with the false discovery rate (FDR) cor-
rection procedure (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995; Groppe et al.
2011). For this, we created surrogate R-peaks that preserve the
same interbeat interval (IBI) and variability with the original
R-peaks, but randomly shifted in time (−500 to +500ms regard-
ing the original R-peaks) (Park et al. 2014, 2016). Then, for each
time–frequency sample, ITC was computed following the same
procedure used for the original data, separately in each elec-
trode. Following this, the grand average of baseline corrected
ITC across all the electrodes from 8 patients was obtained with
the shuffled data. This procedure was repeated 1000 times, pro-
ducing a distribution of the grand averaged ITC that could be
observed by chance. For each sample, a P-value was obtained
as the proportion of the grand averaged ITC from shuffled data
that exceed the original grand averaged ITC. Then, we applied
FDR procedure to P-values over all time–frequency samples to
correct multiple comparisons (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995). A
similar procedure was also applied in each electrode level,
without averaging ITC values across all the recording sites.

In Experiment-2, the significance of differences of HEPs
between synchronous and asynchronous conditions was tested
using the cluster based permutation t-test (Maris and Oostenveld
2007) as implemented in the Fieldtrip toolbox (Oostenveld et al.
2011). In each subject, bipolar derivations from depth electrodes
that contained at least one insular or opercular contact were
analyzed (P-1:13 bipolar signals; P-2:7 bipolar signals; P-5:7 bipo-
lar signals; P-8:14 bipolar signals). Two sample t-test was con-
ducted between 2 conditions in each time point and in each
recording site, and samples whose t-value exceeds a threshold
(P < 0.05, two-tailed) are clustered based on temporal and spatial
adjacency. Neighboring bipolar derivations in each depth elec-
trode (e.g., A1–A2, A3–A4 for A2–A3) were considered as spatially
adjacent. Each cluster defined in time and space by this proce-
dure is assigned cluster-level statistics, corresponding to the
sum of the t-values of the samples belonging to that cluster.
Type-I error rate is controlled by evaluating the maximum
cluster-level statistics under the null hypothesis: condition labels
of trials were randomly shuffled 1000 times to estimate the

distribution of maximal cluster-level statistics obtained by
chance. The two-tailed Monte-Carlo P-value corresponds to the
proportion of the elements in the distribution of shuffled maxi-
mal cluster-level statistics that exceeds the observed maximum
or minimum original cluster-level test statistics. Because this
method uses maxima, it intrinsically corrected for multiple com-
parisons in time and space. In each patient, HEP signals com-
puted separately in synchronous and asynchronous conditions
in the 0–600ms post R-peak time window was submitted to the
cluster based permutation t-test. Similar permutation tests were
applied for comparing mean ITC values between synchronous
and asynchronous stroking conditions (Fig. 7). For that, condition
labels of single trial phase values were randomly shuffled and
ITC was computed using these shuffled data, repeatedly 1000
times. Then, a permutation P-value was obtained as the propor-
tion of differences of mean ITC between 2 conditions from shuf-
fled data that exceed the original mean ITC difference.

To further confirm the results of our correlation analysis
between ITC and power across recording sites (Fig. 3C), we
applied a Bayesian approach (Liang et al. 2008; Rouder et al.
2009). We computed the inverse Bayes Factors (i.e., JZS Bayes
factor) for those correlation analyses with the assumption that
values larger than 3 would support the null-hypothesis,
whereas values smaller than 1/3 would indicate evidence for
the alternative hypothesis.

Results
Experiment-1: Neural Sources and Mechanisms of HEPs

In Experiment-1, we investigated the neural sources of HEPs
and the underlying mechanisms of HEP generation. We started
out by grand-averaging ITC of HEPs across all 474 bipolar deri-
vations obtained from the 8 patients (Fig. 1). This was done to
determine the time and frequency samples showing significant
enhancement of ITC without any a priori assumption. We
found that ITC significantly increased after the R-peak onset
(Fig. 3A; permutation test in each time–frequency sample, FDR
corrected P < 0.005). Strongest ITC enhancement was observed
in a 100–250ms post R-peak time window and in a frequency
range from 4 to 7 Hz (Fig. 3A; white inset). We then checked
whether these results were due to a single outlier (e.g., one
dominant patient). For that, we repeated the same ITC analysis
8 times with 7 patients, leaving out one different patient each
time. We found significant clusters of enhanced ITC in all 7
repetitions of analysis (permutation test, FDR corrected P < 0.01);
this analysis always found the strongest effects in the time
(100–250ms) and frequency (4–7 Hz) ranges indicated by the
white inset in Figure 3A. This control analysis thus confirms
that the results were not driven by a single patient.

Similar analysis was conducted for the spectral power over
the 474 bipolar derivations, which did not reveal any significant
enhancement of spectral power using the same statistical proce-
dures applied to ITC (Fig. 3B; permutation test, all FDR corrected
P > 0.05). This suggests that neural responses to heartbeats are
associated with the modulations of phases of ongoing neural
activities, rather than enhancement of spectral power.

Next, we further tested the relationship between ITC and
power across all bipolar derivations. To this aim, for each
recording site, we computed the mean ITC and mean spectral
power using the time and frequency samples that showed sig-
nificant enhancement of ITC (i.e., time–frequency samples
within the black contour lines in Fig. 3A). For each patient,
these mean values at each recording site were transformed
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into Z-scores using the mean and the SD obtained across all
recorded electrodes. Pearson’s r between ITC and power across
all bipolar derivations from all patients revealed no significant
correlation (Fig. 3C; Pearson’s r across all 474 bipolar deriva-
tions: r = 0.057, P = 0.22). Additional analysis using a Bayesian
approach confirmed the absence of a correlation between ITC

and power across all recording sites (inverse Bayes factor =
30.14). When restricting the same correlation analysis to the
recording sites that showed significant enhancement of ITC
(see below), we again could not find any significant correlation
between ITC and power (Pearson’s r across 48 recording sites:
r = 0.086, P = 0.56; inverse Bayes factor = 7.45). These results
reveal that HEPs are (1) associated with heartbeat-induced
phase concentration, (2) not associated with any heartbeat-
induced enhancement of power, and (3) that there is no corre-
lation between ITC and power, suggesting that the phase reset
mechanism, rather than the additive evoked mechanism,
might underlie the generation of HEP (see Discussion).

Next, we analyzed where the recording sites, which showed
the significant ITC enhancements, were localized. We com-
puted the mean ITC values within the significant cluster
observed in the grand-averaged result (which are indicated in
Fig. 3A) for each bipolar derivation, and obtained corresponding
P-values using permutation tests (see Materials and Methods).
This analysis revealed that 48 bipolar derivations (10% of all
analyzed bipolar sites) showed significant ITC enhancement
(Fig. 4; permutation test, FDR corrected P < 0.05).

Among the 48 significant bipolar derivations, 33% (16/48)
were located in the insula or the operculum (Fig. 5; Table. 1).
Heartbeat-locked intracranial EEG directly recorded at the insu-
la and operculum showed a negligible influence of the CFA.
Interestingly, some adjacent bipolar derivations showed polar-
ity reversal (Fig. 5A) and heartbeat induced ITC enhancement,
suggesting that the actual sources might be located between
these 2 bipolar derivations (Lachaux et al. 2003). More specifi-
cally, as these 2 bipolar derivations (e.g., A1–A2 and A2–A3)
were obtained from 3 contiguous contacts (e.g., A1, A2, A3), the
location of middle contact (e.g., A2; middle point between green
and red dots in Fig. 5A; MNI coordinate: −34, −5, 4) would likely
be closest to the actual source. As shown in Figure 5B, results of
3 consecutive recording sites from P-2 showed another interest-
ing pattern which suggests that the HEP might consist of 2 dis-
tinct components: a lower frequency component (4–7Hz) and a
higher frequency component (8–20Hz). Among these three
recording sites, the higher frequency component (8–20 Hz) was
most prominent in the 200–400ms time window (see the blue
HEP waveform and corresponding ITC result in Fig. 5B) at the
most superficial recording site (Fig. 5B, indicated by a blue dot).
This higher frequency component progressively decreased (see
the green and red HEP waveforms and corresponding ITC
results in Fig. 5B) at adjacent, but deeper recording sites (Fig. 5B,
indicated by green and red dots). The opposite pattern was
observed in the lower frequency band (4–7Hz): the deepest

Figure 4. Locations of bipolar derivations that showed significant ITC enhancement (FDR corrected P < 0.05) in 3D MNI space. A third of significant bipolar derivations

(16 among 48 recording sites) were located at the insula and operculum. Note that locations are in 3D MNI space, and not located on the surface of MRI slice shown

(thus, recording sites behind the depicted MRI slice are marked with faded color). See Supplementary Table 2 for the MNI coordinates of each recording site and corre-

sponding FDR corrected P-values.

Figure 3. Grand-averaged ITC and spectral power of HEPs across all 474 bipolar

derivations from 8 patients, and correlation between them. (A) Grand averaged

ITC over all bipolar derivations. Black contour lines indicate significant samples

(FDR corrected P < 0.005). (B) Grand averaged spectral power over all bipolar

derivations. Baseline correction (−300 to −100ms regarding the R-peak onset)

was applied for both ITC and power. (C) No significant correlation was observed

between ITC and power across all bipolar derivations (P = 0.22, inverse Bayes

factor = 30.14).
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recording site showed the strongest lower frequency compo-
nent that progressively decreased at the more superficial
recording sites. This result suggests that lower frequency and
higher frequency component of HEP might originate from dif-
ferent neural sources. Other recording sites with significant
effects were found in widespread regions including the inferior
frontal gyrus, amygdala, temporal fusiform cortex, middle tem-
poral gyrus, frontal pole, and temporal pole (Table 1).

We also checked whether the latency or frequency of
observed ITC enhancement depends on the length of cardiac
cycles (i.e., IBIs). For that we divided all R-peak locked single
trials into short-IBI (mean IBI = 0.7417, SD = 0.0723) and long-IBI
trials (mean IBI = 0.8601, SD = 0.0885) using a median split, and
computed ITC of short-IBI and long-IBI trials separately, in each
48 recording sites that showed significant ITC enhancement.
The latency and frequency of the strongest ITC enhancement,
averaged over all 48 recording sites, was similar in short-IBI
and long-IBI trials (i.e., 100–250ms and 4–7Hz range; see
Supplementary Fig. 1). Mean ITC enhancement between short-
IBI and long-IBI trials was not significantly different (permuta-
tion test on mean ITC values over 100–250ms and 4–7 Hz range
across 48 recording sites, P = 0.55).

Figure 5. Exemplar HEP waveforms and their corresponding ITC results at the insula and operculum from 3 different patients. (A) Results from P-1. Significant record-

ing sites were located at the left posterior insular cortex (left). Two HEP waveforms from adjacent bipolar derivations showed polarity reversal phenomena (middle)

and transient enhancement of ITC was observed in both recording sites (right). (B) Results from P-2. Significant recording sites were located at the right insula and

operculum (left). Transient enhancement of ITC was observed (right) in all three bipolar signals (middle). The recording site indicated by a red and a blue dot showed

dominant low frequency and high frequency activations, respectively. Gray dotted boxes indicate the 200–400ms time window (middle) and 8–20 Hz frequency band

(right) that progressive modulation of higher frequency components was observed across three recording sites. (C) Results from P-3. A significant bipolar derivation

was located at the left insula (left). Transient enhancement of ITC was observed (right). Note that at a single recording site level, baseline correction was not applied

to show the original ITC values. Black contour lines indicate significant samples (FDR corrected P < 0.05).

Table 1 Number of significant bipolar derivations and all recording
sites, sorted by brain regions (FDR corrected P < 0.05).

Region Number of significant
bipolar derivations/all
bipolar derivations

Insular cortex 11/33
Central operculum cortex 3/9
Frontal operculum cortex 1/15
Parietal operculum cortex 1/5
Inferior frontal gyrus 4/29
Frontal pole 4/41
Middle frontal gyrus 1/29
Temporal fusiform cortex 5/23
Middle temporal gyrus 3/39
Temporal pole 3/32
Amygdala 3/16
Hippocampus 1/11
Parahippocampal gyrus 1/22
Putamen 1/3
Supramarginal gyrus 1/6
Supplementary motor cortex 1/2
White matter 4/41
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Experiment-2: HEPs in the Insula and Operculum
Reflect Modulation of Self-identification

In Experiment-2, 4 patients (P-1, P-2, P-5, P-8) implanted with
depth electrodes involving the insula or the operculum addi-
tionally performed the FBI task (Fig. 6), while intracranial EEG
signals were recorded (Lenggenhager et al. 2007; Ionta et al.
2011; Blanke et al. 2015; Park et al. 2016). Subjective responses
varied in 2 patients who reported a stronger sense of self-
identification with the avatar during the synchronous condition
compared with the asynchronous condition (P-1, Sync: 7,
Async: 1; P-5, Sync: 7, Async: 1).

In patient P-1, 13 bipolar derivations from 2 depth electrodes
that contained at least one insular or opercular contact were
analyzed. In Experiment-1, 5 bipolar derivations located in the
insula (out of 13) showed significantly enhanced ITC. Of these,
only one bipolar derivation located in left insular cortex
showed a differential HEP amplitude between synchronous and
asynchronous stroking conditions (Fig. 7A; green dot) in the
217–367ms post R-peak time window (cluster-based permuta-
tion t-test, cluster-level P = 0.01). No differential HEP amplitude
changes were observed during the baseline or during the pause
period (Fig. 7A; both cluster-level P > 0.25). Next, we checked
whether such differential HEP waveforms were associated with
differential modulation of ITC between synchronous and asyn-
chronous stroking conditions. Although significantly enhanced
ITC was observed in both conditions (Fig. 7A, right-top, per-
mutation test, FDR-corrected P < 0.05; significant samples are
indicated by black contour lines), stronger ITC enhancement
was observed in the asynchronous versus synchronous
stroking condition in the same time window for which we
observed differential HEP waveforms (Fig. 7A, right bottom;
permutation test on mean ITC in the 217–367ms, and
4–20 Hz range, P = 0.024). Such a mean ITC difference was
not observed during the no-stroking periods (i.e., baseline
and pause periods; see Fig. 6B) between 2 conditions (P =
0.194). Mean IBI during stroking periods, using no-stroking
periods for baseline correction, between synchronous and
asynchronous conditions were not different (2 sample t-test,
t(385) = 1.539, P = 0.125).

In patient P-5, 7 bipolar derivations from 2 depth electrodes
were analyzed. Although none of these 7 recording sites showed
ITC enhancement in Experiment-1, one bipolar derivation
located in the left insular cortex (Fig. 7B; green dot) showed a dif-
ferential modulation of HEP amplitude between synchronous
and asynchronous stroking conditions (Fig. 7B; cluster-level P =
0.032) in the 402–512ms post R-peak time window. Again such a
differential HEP modulation was not observed during the base-
line or pause period (both cluster-level P > 0.55). In this patient,
enhanced ITC was observed neither during synchronous nor

asynchronous stroking conditions (Fig. 7B, right-top; all FDR cor-
rected P > 0.05). Also, no differential ITC were observed in the
time window for which differential HEP waveforms was
observed during the stroking periods or no-stroking periods (per-
mutation test on mean ITC in the 402–512ms, and 4–20Hz range,
both P > 0.14). Mean IBI during stroking periods between syn-
chronous and asynchronous conditions were not different (two
sample t-test, t(489) = −0.884, P = 0.377). Importantly, in both
patients there was no influence of CFA, excluding the possibility
that differential HEP might reflect the difference in CFA.

Next, we checked whether this selective and differential
activation between conditions was specifically associated with
the heartbeat. For this, we conducted the same HEP analysis
repeatedly (100 times) using surrogate R-peaks, which had the
same mean IBI and variability as original R-peaks but were
shifted randomly in time (Park et al. 2014, 2016; Babo-Rebelo,
Richter, et al. 2016). This analysis revealed no cluster statistic
(i.e., sum of t-values within the largest cluster) that was equal
to or greater than the one initially obtained from the HEP with
real R-peaks in both P-1 and P-5 (Fig. 7A,B; both Monte-Carlo
P = 0.01), confirming that the differential HEP effect was time-
locked to the heartbeat.

Finally, we analyzed HEPs in 2 other patients (P-2, P-8) who
reported strong levels of self-identification with the avatar, but of
equal strength between the synchronous and asynchronous con-
ditions (P-2, Sync: 7, Async: 7; P-8, Sync: 7, Async: 7). In patient
P-2, 7 bipolar derivations from a depth electrode shaft that con-
tained insular electrode contacts were analyzed. Although ITC
enhancement was observed in three out of 7 bipolar derivations
(see Fig. 5B) in Experiment-1, none of them showed a differential
modulation of HEP amplitude between synchronous and asyn-
chronous conditions during the stroking or baseline or pause per-
iods (all cluster-level P > 0.1). In patient P-8, 14 bipolar derivations
from 2 depth electrode shafts that contained at least one insular
or operculum recording sites were analyzed. None of these
recording sites showed ITC enhancement in Experiment-1, nor a
differential HEP amplitude between synchronous and asynchro-
nous conditions was observed during the stroking or baseline or
pause periods (all cluster-level P > 0.3). These results support our
hypothesis that differential modulations of HEPs in the insula
and operculum are associated with stroking dependent modula-
tions of self-identification.

Discussion
Despite recent growing interest in HEPs as a neural marker of
cardiac-related cortical processing in diverse cognitive func-
tions, their fundamental properties are yet to be understood.
Here, we found that neural responses to heartbeats can be

Figure 6. Experimental set-up and procedure in Experiment-2. (A) Intracranial EEG and ECG signals were simultaneously recorded while patient’s backs were stroked

either synchronously or asynchronously with a virtually presented image of their own back via head-mounted display. Red dots indicate the location of ECG electro-

des. (B) Time course of a block. After 5 stroking-pause repetitions, patients were instructed to respond to the questionnaire. Adopted from Park et al. (2016).
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recorded mainly in insular and opercular regions, although
we also found HEPs in other regions distributed across the
brain including the amygdala and fronto-temporal cortex.
Increased phase concentration of HEPs was not accompanied by
spectral power changes, and there was no correlation between
both measurements, suggesting that a phase resetting mech-
anism underlies HEP generation. These findings provide
novel and solid evidence about the HEP’s electrophysiological
mechanism and the anatomical location of its neural
sources.

The Insular and Operculum are Primary Neural Sources
of the HEP

The major proportion of recording sites that showed signifi-
cantly increased HEPs as based on heartbeat-induced phase
concentration was observed in 2 main cortical regions: the
insula (i.e., anterior, posterior) and operculum (i.e., frontal, cen-
tral, posterior). The insula has been proposed as the primary
cortical projection site of interoceptive signals (Craig 2003,
2009; Critchley and Harrison 2013; Damasio and Carvalho 2013;

Figure 7. Differential modulation of HEPs between synchronous and asynchronous visuo-tactile stimulation during the FBI experiment. (A) Results from P-1. Among 7

bipolar derivations shown (black circles), one (green dot) located at the left insula showed differential HEP modulations between 2 conditions (left-top). Differential

modulations of HEPs were observed during the stroking (cluster level P = 0.01; middle-top), but not during the baseline (middle-middle) or pause (middle-bottom)

period at the recording site marked in green in the left-top. Histogram of the maximal cluster statistics obtained from surrogate heartbeats (left-bottom). Although

significantly enhanced ITC was observed in both Stoking-Sync and Stroking-Async conditions (right-top; FDR-corrected P < 0.05), stronger ITC was observed in the

Stroking-Async condition during the time window (217–367ms) that differential HEP waveforms were observed (right-bottom; permutation test, P = 0.024). Such dif-

ferential ITC modulation was not observed during the no-stroking period (right-bottom; P = 0.194). (B) Results from P-5. Among 3 bipolar derivations shown (black cir-

cles), one (green dot) located at the left insula showed differential HEP modulations between 2 conditions (left-top). Differential modulations of HEPs were observed

during the stroking (cluster level P = 0.032; middle-top), but not during the baseline (middle-middle) or pause (middle-bottom) period at the recording site marked in

green in the left-top. Histogram of the maximal cluster statistics obtained from surrogate heartbeats (left-bottom). Significantly enhanced ITC was observed neither

in Stroking-Sync nor Stroking-Async conditions (right-top, FDR-corrected P > 0.05). No differential ITC modulations between Sync and Async conditions were

observed in the time window (402–512ms) that differential HEP waveforms were observed (right-bottom; permutation test, both P > 0.14). Yellow dotted lines indicate

the cluster statistic obtained from original heartbeats. The shaded area highlights the time window in which a significant difference of the HEP amplitude was

observed. White dotted vertical lines in the time–frequency plots indicate the time window in which a significant difference of the HEP amplitude was observed.

Black contour lines indicate significant samples (FDR-corrected P < 0.05).
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Park and Tallon-Baudry 2014). Thus, visceral afferents reach
the insula either through a cranial nerve pathway (i.e., vagus
nerve) or spinal relay, mainly targeting the nucleus of the soli-
tary tract, parabrachial nucleus, and ventromedial nucleus of
the thalamus (Saper 2002; Craig 2003). Indeed, using intracra-
nial EEG, a recent single patient study reported that HEP-like
waveforms can be observed at the insula (Canales-Johnson
et al. 2015). In that study, which primarily focused on surface
EEG data, HEP-like waveforms were reported at 2 recording
sites (in the anterior insula and orbitofrontal cortex); impor-
tantly, although a polarity reversal between these 2 recording
sites was shown, the authors did not support their HEP result
by statistical or quantitative analysis. In the present study, by
analyzing intracranial EEG data from 474 recording sites in 8
patients, along with rigorous statistical procedures, we provide
solid evidence for the role of the insula in the neural processing
of cardiac signals, compatible with its prominent role in proces-
sing of interoceptive signals. Another study reported intracra-
nial HEPs (using cortical grid electrodes), but this time in the
primary somatosensory cortex (Kern et al. 2013) by showing
consistent HEP-like waveforms across 3 patients out of 6, but
without statistical analysis. Indeed, it has been shown that both
the insula and somatosensory cortex are critical for the
heartbeat-related processing (Khalsa et al. 2009). Khalsa and col-
leagues showed that a rare neurological patient with severe bilat-
eral insular damage had normal cardiac sensation, whereas
cardiac sensations disappeared when his chest skin was anaes-
thetized, suggesting the insular and somatosensory cortices inde-
pendently process cardiac afferent signals (Khalsa et al. 2009).
Accordingly, a recent brain stimulation study showed that tran-
scranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) over the insula and somato-
sensory cortex resulted in differential effects on interoceptive
processing (Pollatos et al. 2016), although it is debatable whether
TMS can effectively stimulate deep brain areas like the insula
(Zangen et al. 2005). Additionally, fMRI studies suggested the
importance of somatosensory activations, commonly coactivated
with the insula, in interoception (Critchley et al. 2004; Pollatos
et al. 2007; Hassanpour et al. 2016). Together with these previous
data, the present results are compatible with previous proposals
that cardiac interoceptive pathways consist of multifaceted sub-
components including a sensory component mediated through
the skin and primary somatosensory regions as well as an intero-
ceptive component mainly processed in the insula (Khalsa et al.
2009; Pollatos et al. 2016).

Beyond the insula and operculum, we found evidence of HEPs
in more distributed cortical areas such as the amygdala, inferior
frontal gyrus, frontal pole, temporal fusiform cortex, middle tem-
poral gyrus, and the temporal pole. A prominent account of inter-
oception proposes that the insula and anterior cingulate cortex
might be the sole cortical substrates representing interoceptive
afferents and their conscious awareness (Craig 2003, 2009, 2011).
However, the present HEP results fit better with accounts that
have proposed that interoceptive signals are processed in widely
distributed cortical areas including, next to the insula, also the
amygdala, the cingulate cortex, and the somatosensory cortex
(Pollatos et al. 2007, 2016; Khalsa et al. 2009, 2016; Critchley and
Harrison 2013; Park and Tallon-Baudry 2014; Hassanpour et al.
2016; Adolfi et al. 2017). Furthermore, we note that such HEP
modulations were observed not only in viscerosensory regions
(e.g., insula, operculum), but also in putative visceromotor
regions (e.g., amygdala, putamen, supplementary motor cortex).
This finding is in accordance with a recently suggested account
of interoceptive predictive coding proposing that the interocep-
tive system is composed of visceromotor and viscerosensory

cortices generating interoceptive prediction and prediction-error
signals, respectively (Barrett and Simmons 2015). Further work
using simultaneous EEG-fMRI recordings would be necessary to
understand the differences in interoceptive processing between
the different regions of this large network and how such signals
are integrated.

We also note limitations regarding the present electrode
locations that are inherent to intracranial EEG data. First,
although we were fortunate to have the possibility to record
from multiple intracranial electrodes in the insula or opercu-
lum, which are rarely explored in epileptic patients (Burns et al.
2014), other proposed cortical targets of visceral afferents, such
as the anterior cingulate cortex, could not be systematically
investigated, and many cortical regions remained under-
sampled due to the clinical nature of the electrode implantation.
Second, electrode locations were also inhomogeneous across
patients and may have been undersampled within the insula or
the operculum. For instance, in Experiment-2, although no
recorded bipolar signals at the insula or operculum showed dif-
ferential HEP modulations between synchronous and asynchro-
nous conditions in patients without illusory effects, there
remains the possibility that other parts of the insula or opercu-
lum might have shown differential HEP modulations between
conditions (see below). Due to these reasons, we decided to not
further differentiate between subparts of the insula (i.e., anterior
or posterior) and the operculum (i.e., frontal, central, posterior)
in interpreting our results, and considered the insula and the
operculum as a contiguous interoceptive processing system
(Craig 2003, 2009). Also, although the right insula has been pro-
posed as a more dominant cortical source of interoceptive pro-
cessing (Craig 2003), such lateralization of the insular processing
could not be examined in this study because of abovementioned
limitations (i.e., the low sample size and the clinically deter-
mined uneven hemispheric implantations). In addition, the
methods applied in Experiment-2 were correlative in nature.
Thus a follow-up TMS study would be able to reveal the causal
link between HEP in the insula and bodily self-consciousness,
preferably using the H-Coil that is designed to target deep brain
regions (Zangen et al. 2005).

Relationship Between HEPs and Other Heart-cycle
Related Physiological Changes

When investigating HEPs, it is critical to demonstrate that
observed heartbeat-related effects reflect genuine neural activ-
ity rather than heart cycle-related artifacts such as CFA or PA
(Dirlich et al. 1997; Kern et al. 2013). First, it is evident that our
results cannot reflect mere CFA. In accordance with a previous
intracranial HEP data (Kern et al. 2013), we observed a negligible
impact of CFA on the waveforms of the heartbeat-locked intra-
cranial EEG signals (Figs 2, 5 and 7). Furthermore, peak phase
concentration was observed about 200ms after the R-peak
onset, rather than around the R-peak itself, arguing against
that the ITC enhancement in the present data was caused by
CFA. Presumably, bipolar referencing applied in the current
study further attenuated such CFA in the data. In the present
study, we moreover focused on dissociating the HEP from PA.
Up to now, exact origins of PA as observed in heartbeat locked
intracranial EEG signals are unknown. For instance, a previous
study examined the relationship between the PA amplitude
and the location of subdural blood vessels (i.e., the vena ana-
stomotica inferior), but did not find any meaningful pattern,
and suggested that epidural vessels, pulsatile cerebrospinal
fluid, and cardiac cycle related brain motion may be potential
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sources of PA (Kern et al. 2013). In the present study, we
expected that bipolar referencing might be able to effectively
remove such PA originating from common and remote sources,
but that was not the case. For removing such PA components,
we made 2 important assumptions based on known properties
of PA and HEPs; namely that the frequency bands of PA and the
pulse rate would be matched (i.e., lower than 2 Hz), and that
the phase concentration of HEPs after the R-peak would
increase compared with the pre-R-peak period. On the basis of
both assumptions, we applied a time–frequency approach and
removed low frequency components below 4Hz. In addition,
we applied a baseline correction for the statistical analysis to
find HEP components whose ITC values were greater than
those at the prestimulus interval.

Although this method could effectively remove the slower
components (<4Hz) of heart cycle related artifacts such as PA,
the possibility still remains that there could be some mechani-
cal artifact whose frequency is higher than 4Hz. For instance,
we cannot exclude that the observed HEPs are associated with
above 4Hz vascular activities in local blood vessels. Indeed,
this is potential limitation of all intracranial HEP studies, as no
study has measured and removed all heart cycle related vascu-
lar activities that could artifactually affect intracranial EEG sig-
nals. We propose that the evidence of the phase-resetting
mechanism (i.e., increased phase concentration without spec-
tral power enhancement) is probably one of the strongest argu-
ments supporting the finding that observed HEP effect does not
reflect pure mechanical artifacts, compared with previous stud-
ies relying on visual inspection to distinguish between HEP and
PA (Kern et al. 2013). We argue that if our results reflect arti-
facts associated with the mechanical movement of blood ves-
sels (e.g., dilation and constriction of vessels), they should
rather be associated with a modulation of power or amplitude
(i.e., due to the gradual impedance changes associated with the
mechanical pulsation, see Luck 2014) than the phase of the sin-
gle trial waveforms. Of note, the relationship between vascular
and neural activities is complex and not well understood yet.
On the one hand, it is known that neural activity increases
local blood flow, which is a fundamental principle of func-
tional magnetic resonance imaging (O’Herron et al. 2016). On
the other hand, a recent animal study showed that changes
in cerebral blood flow also impacts resting neuronal activity
in the brain (Kim et al. 2016), suggesting that there is a two-
way communication between blood vessels and neurons in
the brain. In our data, a “−300 to −100ms” time window was
used as a baseline and the strongest phase-resetting effects
were observed around 100–250ms time window after the
R-peak, which roughly correspond to the diastole and sys-
tole phase, respectively, suggesting that increased vascular
activities during the systole phase could have induced HEP
modulation through the phase-resetting mechanism. In
addition, we observed similar ITC enhancement in short-IBI
and long-IBI trials, indicating that HEP is time-locked to the
onset of preceding heartbeat rather than a preparation of
the next heartbeat (Park et al. 2014). Taken together, our
results suggest that the observed enhancement of ITC
reflects modulations of neural activities time-locked to
heartbeats rather than heart-cycle related artifacts such as
CFA or PA. Future research, for instance using invasive tech-
niques in animals, should investigate (1) the interplay between
cardiac afferent signals (e.g., stroke volume, blood pressure, sym-
pathetic/parasympathetic nervous system responses) and neural
responses to heartbeats, and (2) how such cardiac signals are
transmitted to cortical areas.

Phase-Resetting Underlies HEP Generation

Our phase and spectral power analyses of HEPs suggest that a
phase-resetting mechanism, rather than an additive evoked
(potential) mechanism, underlies HEP generation. Several crite-
ria have been proposed to distinguish ERPs (e.g., visual- and
auditory evoked potentials) caused by phase-resetting and
evoked mechanisms (for a review see Sauseng et al. 2007), and
evidence supporting either the phase reset (Makeig et al. 2002;
Rizzuto et al. 2003; Lakatos et al. 2013) or the evoked model
(Shah et al. 2004; Mazaheri and Jensen 2006; Rousselet et al.
2007) have been reported. In the present study, we applied the
simple and well-accepted criteria for distinguishing the phase-
reset and the evoked model (Fell et al. 2004; Fuentemilla et al.
2006): evidence of stimulus-induced phase concentration with-
out accompanying enhancement of spectral power supports
the phase-reset model, whereas increased spectral power,
regardless of the result of phase analysis, supports the evoked
mechanism. Enhancement of phase concentration is necessary
but not sufficient for phase-resetting of the HEP, as “evoked”
responses with fixed latency can also result in a similar phase
concentration of the HEP. Thus, only phase concentration with-
out power enhancement is compatible with the phase resetting
mechanism. In accordance with these predictions of the phase-
reset model, we observed increased ITC around 200ms after
the R-peak, mainly in a frequency range from 4 to 7Hz, without
accompanying spectral power enhancement. Moreover, correla-
tion analysis between ITC and spectral power has been argued
to provide additional criteria for differentiating phase-resetting
from evoked mechanisms (Lopour et al. 2013). Accordingly, we
observed no correlation between ITC and spectral power across
recording sites, thus confirming that phase concentration was
not accompanied by spectral power changes. Taken together,
our results suggest that heartbeats might provide internal tem-
poral triggers to the brain and generate heartbeat “evoked”
potentials by resetting the phase of ongoing oscillations, rather
than by adding evoked responses.

What could be the potential functional roles of observed ITC
modulations recorded at rest? First, it has been shown that
heartbeats are consciously perceived about 200–300ms after
the R-peak onset (Brener and Kluvitse 1988), and heartbeat per-
ception performance varies substantially across individuals
(Khalsa and Lapidus 2016). Thus, it is possible that observed
modulations of ITC around 250ms post R-peak in Experiment-1
are associated with the patients’ ability to detect heartbeats,
which is in accordance with previous studies reported a posi-
tive correlation between the HEP amplitude and heartbeat per-
ception score across individuals (Pollatos and Schandry 2004).
Second, several recent studies have shown that the cardiac
cycle (e.g., phase or frequency) impacts emotional appraisal
(Gray et al. 2012; Garfinkel et al. 2014), visual awareness
(Salomon et al. 2016), memory encoding (Garfinkel et al. 2013),
somatosensory processing (Edwards et al. 2009; Gray et al.
2009), body ownership (Aspell et al. 2013; Suzuki et al. 2013;
Sel et al. 2016), and more recently social bias (Azevedo et al.
2017). Our findings could provide a potential explanation of
such influence of the cardiac cycle on behavior. For instance,
Garfinkel and colleagues observed that emotional appraisal of
fearful stimuliwas enhanced during the systole phase (i.e., around
300ms after the R-peak), which was accompanied by increased
amygdala BOLD activation, compared with the diastole phase (i.e.,
around R-peak onset; see Garfinkel et al. 2014). Accordingly, in
Experiment-1, we also observed increased ITC around the systole
phase at the subset of amygdala electrodes, compared with the
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baseline period which corresponds to the diastole phase.
Presumably, enhanced phase-resetting at the amygdala in the
systole phase could have facilitated such emotional processing of
fearful stimuli. Futurework is need to directly test this proposal.

HEPs in the Insula Reflect Bodily Self-consciousness

In a subset of patients, we also investigated whether local brain
activity in the insula and the operculum is associated with
experimentally-induced changes in bodily self-consciousness. We
report that modulations of HEPs directly recorded at the insula
were associated with alteration of bodily self-consciousness (e.g.,
self-identification) as experimentally induced by the FBI para-
digm. In one patient (P-1), such differential HEP waveforms (in
the 217–367ms time window) between 2 conditions were accom-
panied by different modulations of ITC enhancement, indicating
that the modulation (i.e., strength) of phase-resetting observed in
Experiment-1 is also involved in the present effects in bodily self-
consciousness. However, differential HEP waveforms observed in
another patient (P-5, in the 402–512ms time window) were not
associated with such ITC modulations, although a very weak
trend was observed (P = 0.147). These data suggest that neural
responses to heartbeats consist of (1) phase-locked HEP compo-
nents reflecting primary cortical sources of cardiac afferents, and
(2) non or weakly phase-locked HEP components probably reflect-
ing secondary processing of signals from primary sources proces-
sing heartbeat related signals. This interpretation is in accordance
with previous findings that showed sensory evoked brain activity
(e.g., gamma band oscillations) consist of phase locked and non-
phase locked components which occur in earlier (e.g., <300ms)
and later (e.g., >300ms) time windows, respectively (Tallon-
Baudry and Bertrand 1999).

In a previous scalp EEG study from our group that used the
same behavioral task (Park et al. 2016), the cortical sources of
differential HEPs were observed in the bilateral posterior cingu-
late cortex and the left insula; however, the relatively small
cluster at the insula did not survive stringent corrections for
multiple comparisons when using surface EEG data. In the
present study, using intracranial EEG with high spatial resolu-
tion, we revealed that differential heartbeat-locked local field
potentials recorded at the insula were associated with the dif-
ferential subjective feelings of self-identification in 2 patients.
Relatedly, a recent intracranial EEG study found that the ampli-
tude of HEPs in the insula is parametrically associated with
self-relatedness of spontaneous thoughts in a single patient
(Babo-Rebelo, Wolpert, et al. 2016). Although the experimental
approaches used in the present and Babo-Rebelo and collea-
gues’ study are very different, they are complementary in sug-
gesting an implication of cardiac signals and self-related
processing in the insula: we experimentally altered the sense
of bodily self-consciousness by modulating visuo-tactile multi-
sensory stimulation, whereas Babo-Rebelo and colleagues mea-
sured the degree of self-relatedness during spontaneous
thought fluctuations (Babo-Rebelo, Richter, et al. 2016; Babo-
Rebelo, Wolpert, et al. 2016). Together with recent neurological
data about abnormal states of self-identification induced by
abnormal integration of cardio-visual signals (Heydrich and
Blanke 2013; Ronchi et al. 2015) and brain imaging data show-
ing cardiac effects on visual consciousness (Park et al. 2014;
Salomon et al. 2016), these data provide converging evidence
supporting the claim that the neural processing of interocep-
tive signals in the insula is important for self-consciousness
(Craig 2009; Critchley and Harrison 2013; Seth 2013; Park and
Tallon-Baudry 2014; Blanke et al. 2015).

In conclusion, we demonstrated here that the insula and oper-
culum are primary neural sources of the HEP among the recorded
brain regions, and that a phase resetting might be the key brain
mechanism for HEP generation. Our results provide novel and
solid evidence on the fundamental properties of HEPs such as
their neural distribution and underlying electrophysiological
mechanisms. We further showed that HEPs directly recorded at
the insula are associated with a modulation of the sense of self-
consciousness, confirming and extending our previous scalp EEG
study (Park et al. 2016). Together with recent studies (Park et al.
2014, 2016; Canales-Johnson et al. 2015; Babo-Rebelo, Richter,
et al. 2016; Babo-Rebelo, Wolpert, et al. 2016; Sel et al. 2016), our
results also suggest that HEPs are reliable neural marker for
brain–body interactions and the role of such interactions in cogni-
tive and emotional processes, in particular the subjective aspect
of conscious experiences including perceptual awareness and
self-consciousness.
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